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Integrated chilled beam system is a cutting edge, two-in-one HVAC and lighting solution
Buildings designed with Titus HVAC’s VENTUS LUX reap dramatic energy, space and cost savings

PLANO, TX – Jan. 12, 2016 – Whether it’s energy, space or money, today’s buildings are expected to
do more with less. Titus HVAC, the leader in air management, addresses that reality with VENTUS LUX,
an integrated chilled beam system that combines the efficiency of chilled beams with that of LED
lighting. The compact system is 30 percent more energy efficient than conventional overhead Variable
Air Volume (VAV) systems, and buildings that incorporate VENTUS LUX into their designs are built
faster, reducing fixed construction costs.
The premium system’s integration means architects and engineers deal with fewer installed components,
not only simplifying installation, but also enabling a more visually appealing design – a necessity for
high-profile projects. Future VENTUS LUX product enhancements will include other services and
components such as smoke detectors and lighting controls, further streamlining the service installation
process.
“A unit incorporating HVAC and other services into one system hadn’t yet been produced in the U.S.
The VENTUS LUX fills the market void by offering an artful design with energy, space and cost
savings,” said Ken Loudermilk, PE, senior chief engineer, Titus HVAC.
VENTUS LUX provides benefits beyond energy, space and cost savings. Its HVAC service relies
primarily upon tempered chilled water, with 60 to 75 percent of the space cooling being accomplished by
integral coils within the units. This means more compact ductwork and air handling units, reducing
ceiling cavity heights and mechanical room footprints.

VENTUS LUX will be available in spring 2016 in pendant and recessed designs along with woodgrain
and natural stone finishes. The system is ideal for high-end commercial office space, healthcare facilities
and laboratories.
For more information on air management products from Titus, visit www.titus-hvac.com.

About Titus
As the world leader in advancing the science of air distribution and air management training,
Titus works to make life better by improving the health, efficiency, sustainability, comfort and
aesthetics in commercial building environments. Founded in 1946, Titus, an integral piece of
Johnson Controls Building Efficiency division, provides a breadth and depth of air management
products and design tools that includes displacement ventilation, chilled beams, underfloor,
grilles, diffusers, terminal units, fan coils and advanced training. For more information, visit
www.titus–hvac.com, call 972-212-4800, or connect with us on social media via Facebook,
YouTube or Twitter.
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